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Abstract

The advent of the Internet not only changed the communication methods significantly, but also the life-style of the human beings. The number of Internet users has grown exponentially in the last decade, and the number of users exceeded 3.4 billion in 2016. Fiber links serve as the Internet backbone, hence, the fast grow of the Internet network and the sheer of new applications is highly driven by advances in optical communications. The emergence of coherent optical systems has led to a more efficient use of the available spectrum compared to traditional on-off keying transmission, and has made it possible to increase the supported data rates. Transmission over fiber suffers from several impairments, which can be compensated for to a large extent using sophisticated digital signal processing (DSP). This comes at the cost of increasing the receiver complexity, which in turn leads to a higher energy consumption. Therefore, improving the energy efficiency of fiber-optic systems is of upmost interest. In this thesis, we attempt to improve the energy efficiency of coherent optical systems from an algorithmic design perspective.

Chromatic dispersion (CD) is one of the major impairments that limits the transmission reach of optical systems. CD can be compensated for in the DSP of the receiver. To improve the efficiency of CD compensation, one should take implementation considerations into account when designing the CD compensation filter. In this thesis, we design a new CD compensation filter that is more robust to quantization errors. This allows to reduce the required word length for the filter implementation and the energy consumption of the CD compensation.

To achieve high spectral efficiencies and improve the transmission reach, coding in combination with a higher order modulation, a scheme known as coded modulation (CM), has become indispensable in fiber-optic communications. In the recent years, graph-based codes such as low-density parity-check codes and soft decision decoding (SDD) have been adopted for long-haul coherent optical systems. SDD yields very high net coding gains but at the expense of a high decoding complexity, which brings implementation challenges at very high data rates. Hard decision decoding (HDD) is an appealing alternative that reduces the decoding complexity. This motivates the focus on this thesis on HDD. In particular, we derive achievable information rates (AIRs) for CM with HDD for both bit-wise and symbol-wise decoding, and show that bit-wise HDD yields significantly higher AIRs. We also design nonbinary staircase codes using density evolution. Finite length simulation results of binary and nonbinary staircase codes corroborate the conclusions arising from the AIR analysis, i.e., for HDD binary codes are preferable.

Keywords: Achievable information rates, chromatic dispersion, coded modulation, filter design, hard decision decoding, nonbinary staircase codes.
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Part I

Introductory Chapters
Chapter 1

Introduction

Probably most of the people who use their cell phones daily, send emails, chat with their friends via different applications, watch movies online, and use social media networks, do not recognize that in a way, their messages are transformed into photons somewhere and transmitted through fiber-optic links. Optical fibers are used as the Internet backbone and to a less extend as the backhaul network in wireless communications. The communication distance in optical systems varies from few meters in data centers to thousands of kilometers for transoceanic links. Compared to wireless communication, optical communication has the benefit of unlicensed transmission without electromagnetic interference. For transmission over long distances with high aggregated data rates, optical communication is the most prevalent communication method since optical fibers yield substantially lower loss compared to other communication mediums.

Traditionally, optical communication was based on on-off keying modulation at the transmitter and power detection at the receiver. The advent of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) along with lasers with narrow line-width enabled the emergence of coherent optical communications. These technical developments boosted the data rates from 1 Gb/s in the mid-1980 to 1 Tb/s in 2000 [1]. Coherent optical systems increase the spectral efficiency since the data can be modulated in both the in-phase and quadrature components of the optical field. The spectral efficiency can be increased further by using two polarizations jointly, taking the interaction between polarizations into account using digital signal processing (DSP) at the receiver.

In fiber-optic communications, several impairments, such as chromatic dispersion (CD), fiber loss, nonlinearity, and polarization mode dispersion (PMD), deteriorate the transmitted signal. These impairments must be compensated for in the DSP block of the receiver. To cope with the increasing demand for network capacity, higher data rates are needed, meaning that sophisticated algorithms should be deployed in the DSP of the receiver. In particular, DSP algorithms such as digital back propagation (DBP) [2] and stochastic DBP (SDBP) [3] have been proposed. While using these
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algorithms results in compensating fiber impairments to a large extent, it increases
the complexity of the receiver, which in turn increases the energy consumption. In
2010, the electric power consumption due to Internet usage was approximately 5% of
the worldwide production. With traffic doubling every 18 months, around 2018
the Internet would use twice the electricity generated in 2010 [4]. This motivates
the improvement of the energy consumption of point-to-point coherent fiber-optic
systems, which are used to handle the Internet traffic. In this thesis, we tackle
the energy efficiency of point-to-point fiber-optic communication systems from an
algorithmic perspective.

1.1 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is a technical report to support the fulfillment of the requirements for
the licentiate degree, a predoctoral degree in the process towards the Ph.D. degree
in Sweden, which is formally written in the third year of the Ph.D. candidate. The
thesis is divided in two parts. The first part serves as an introduction and gives some
background to ease understanding of the second part. The second part consists of
appended papers.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we briefly discuss
signal propagation across the fiber and the main impairments. Chapter 3 discusses
the major energy consuming components of a coherent system, which motivates our
approach in filter and code design to improve the energy efficiency of coherent sys-
tems, presented in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 serves as a brief description of Part
II, which contains the appended papers.

1.2 Notation

The following notation is used throughout the thesis. We denote by $p_X(\cdot)$ the prob-
ability mass function (pmf) or the probability density function (pdf) of a (discrete
or continuous) random variable (RV) $X$. $P_{\hat{X}|X}(\hat{X}|X)$ denotes the pdf of the RV $\hat{X}$
on condition $X$. We use boldface letters to denote vectors and matrices, e.g., $\mathbf{x}$ and
$\mathbf{X}$, respectively. Expectation with respect to the pmf or pdf of RV $X$ is denoted
by $\mathbb{E}_X(\cdot)$. $(\cdot)^T$ and $(\cdot)^H$ stand for the transpose and hermitian conjugate operations,
respectively. $|\cdot|$ gives the absolute value while $\lfloor \cdot \rfloor$ gives the nearest integer value less
than the input value. Furthermore, calligraphic letters are used for sets.
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The optical fiber consists of a cylindrical core made of silica glass that is surrounded by a cladding layer. The cladding layer has a lower refractive index than the fiber core, which leads to guiding the light along the main axis of the fiber. This phenomenon is called *internal reflection* [5]. The propagation of the light inside the fiber can be examined by solving Maxwell’s equations. Each solution of Maxwell’s equations satisfying the boundary conditions of the fiber is called a *propagation mode* of the fiber. Fibers with more than one mode are used for noncoherent transmission and short distance applications such as transmission in data centers. On the contrary, single mode fibers (SMF) have only one propagation mode, known as the *fundamental mode*, and are used mainly in long-haul coherent optical systems. Although SMFs provide much lower loss compared to copper wires, enabling the extension of the transmission reach, amplifiers are yet required for transmission over long distances. Amplifiers add noise to the original signal, leading to the so-called *signal-noise interaction* phenomenon during propagation. Optical fiber impairments such as group velocity dispersion and Kerr-nonlinearity also distort the transmitted signal. In this thesis, we consider SMFs. In the rest of this chapter, without going into the mathematical details, we will briefly describe the light propagation inside the fiber and the major impairments.

2.1 Signal Propagation in Fiber-Optic Channels

The optical fiber is divided into 80-120 km segments where each segment is equipped with an optical amplifier to compensate for the span loss (see Fig. 2.1). Propagation of a single-polarized (X-polarization) signal over a fiber-optic channel can be described by the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE),

$$\frac{\partial E_x(t,z)}{\partial z} - i\gamma |E_x(t,z)|^2 E_x(t,z) + i\frac{\beta_2}{2} \frac{\partial^2 E_x(t,z)}{\partial t^2} + \frac{\alpha}{2} E_x(t,z) = 0, \quad (2.1)$$
Figure 2.1: A fiber-optic link with $N$ spans, input $x$, and output $y$. Each span consists of an amplifier.

where $E_x(t, z)$ is the envelope of the optical field, $\gamma$ is the nonlinear coefficient, $\beta_2$ is the group velocity dispersion parameter, $\alpha$ is the loss parameter, $z$ is the propagation distance, and $t$ is the time coordinate moving with a speed corresponding to the group velocity of the signal. One can increase the spectral efficiency of the system by transmitting a signal in the “Y-polarization”, simultaneously. Propagation over two polarizations implies that interactions between polarizations should be taken into account. Since the polarization state changes rapidly, it can be shown that the propagation of different polarizations averaged over fast changing polarization states can be described by the Manakov equation [6,7],

$$\frac{\partial E(t, z)}{\partial z} - i\gamma \frac{8}{9} ||E(t, z)||^2 E(t, z) + i\beta_2 \frac{\partial^2 E(t, z)}{\partial t^2} + \frac{\alpha}{2} E(t, z) = 0, \quad (2.2)$$

where $E \triangleq [E_x, E_y]^T$ is a vector containing the field envelopes in two polarizations, and $||E(t, z)||^2 \triangleq E^H E$. One can see (2.2) as two coupled equations for the two polarizations. In the following, we explain different fiber impairments, described by both Schrödinger and Manakov equations, in more detail.

### 2.1.1 Fiber Loss and Amplifier Noise

If we neglect the dispersion and nonlinearity, i.e., $\beta_2 = \gamma = 0$, the Manakov equation has the closed-form solution

$$E(t, z) = E(t, 0) \exp \left(-\alpha z / 2\right). \quad (2.3)$$

Therefore, the propagated signal in the fiber experiences an exponential decay due to the fiber loss. Silica fibers exhibit wavelength-dependent fiber loss with minimum loss around 1550 nm, which corresponds to 0.2 dB/km. Thus, the center frequency of optical systems is usually set to 1550 nm. Due to the fiber loss, after a certain fiber length, it is required to amplify the signal in order to transmit over larger distances. The use of optical amplifiers in long-haul systems became widespread in the 1990s and by 1996 optical amplifiers were part of the fiber-optic cables laid across the Atlantic and Pacific oceans [5].

Optical amplifiers add noise to the amplified signal, i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the signal is reduced by the amplifiers. There are two types of optical amplification. In the first type, known as lumped amplification, an amplifier boosts the received signal at the end of each span. The signal is amplified
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through stimulated emission, which introduces amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise. The power spectral density of the ASE noise for each polarization is given by 

\[ G_{\text{ASE}}(\nu) = n_{\text{sp}} h \nu (G - 1) \]

where \( n_{\text{sp}} \) is the spontaneous emission factor, \( h \nu \) is the energy of a photon, and \( G = \exp(\alpha L) \) is the gain of the amplifier for compensating the fiber loss in a span of length \( L \). In the second type, known as distributed amplification, a pump signal transfers its energy to the original signal during propagation through the so-called stimulated Raman scattering phenomenon, and the major source of amplifier noise is the spontaneous Raman scattering [7].

2.1.2 Kerr-nonlinearity

The Kerr-nonlinearity is due to the fact that the refractive index of the fiber is power dependent. The second term in (2.2) represents the Kerr-nonlinearity effect. In the absence of dispersion, i.e., \( \beta_2 = 0 \), one can show that the Manakov equation has a closed-form solution given by

\[
E(t, z) = E(t, 0) \exp\left(-\frac{\alpha}{2} z\right) \exp\left(i \frac{8}{9} \gamma L_{\text{eff}}(z) \|E(t, 0)\|^2\right),
\]

where \( L_{\text{eff}}(z) = \frac{1 - \exp(-\alpha z)}{\alpha} \) is called the effective length. As can be seen, the nonlinearity can be interpreted as a phase shift in the time-domain response which in turn leads to spectral broadening in the frequency domain, a phenomenon known as self-phase modulation. The nonlinear length, \( L_{\text{NL}} \), is an important parameter and is defined as the fiber length after which the nonlinearity becomes important. For a pulse with peak power \( P_0 \) and nonlinear parameter \( \gamma \), the nonlinear length is \( L_{\text{NL}} = \frac{1}{\gamma P_0} \). As an example, \( P_0 = -2 \text{ dBm} \) and \( \gamma = 1.3 (\text{W.km})^{-1} \) result in \( L_{\text{NL}} = 485 \text{ km} \).

2.1.3 Chromatic Dispersion

In fiber-optic communications, the group velocity is defined as the velocity of the signal envelope. Since the group velocity is frequency dependent, different components of the transmitted signal arrive at different times, which in turn leads to the time-domain broadening of the received signal. This phenomenon is known as group velocity dispersion (GVD). To evaluate the effect of dispersion in the Manakov equation, one can neglect loss (\( \alpha = 0 \)) and nonlinearity (\( \gamma = 0 \)) and then find the solution to the Manakov equation as

\[
E(\omega, z) = E(\omega, 0) \exp\left(i \omega^2 \beta_2 z \right).
\]

The GVD can also be expressed based on the dispersion parameter, defined as \( D = -\frac{2\pi c \beta_2}{\lambda^2} \). In fact, the effect of GVD can be seen as a filter with frequency response

\[
H_{\text{CD}}(\omega) = \exp\left(-i \frac{D \lambda^2 z}{4 \pi c \omega^2}\right).
\]
As can be seen, the dispersion behaves as an all-pass filter in the frequency domain with a phase with quadratic frequency dependency. The phase in the frequency domain results in pulse broadening in time domain which, in turn, leads to inter-symbol interference (ISI). The dispersion length is defined as \( L_D = \frac{1}{|\beta_2| w^2} \), where \( w \) is the signal bandwidth. \( L_D \) indicates the approximate fiber length after which the dispersion becomes important, e.g., for \( D = 17 \text{ ps/nm/km} \) and \( w = 32 \text{ GHz} \), \( L_D = 45 \) km.

Chromatic dispersion can be compensated for in the optical domain, using dispersion compensating fibers, or in the digital domain, using DSP at the receiver. In order to compensate the dispersion optically, each span is connected to a short length fiber having a dispersion parameter with opposite sign to that of the dispersion parameter of the underlying fiber. In coherent fiber-optic systems, the dispersion is compensated in the digital domain using DSP. In this case, one can compensate the CD using a finite impulse response (FIR) filter or an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter in the time domain. Another approach is to compensate the CD in the frequency domain using the overlap-save method [8]. In long-haul coherent optical communication, CD is usually compensated in the frequency domain since the number of time-domain filter taps becomes large and the complexity of the implementation increases. On the contrary, recent studies confirm that it is beneficial from a complexity and energy consumption perspectives to use the time-domain CD compensation for short length links [8].

2.1.4 Some other Impairments

Communication over the fiber-optic channel comes with some other impairments such as PMD and state-of-polarization (SOP) drifts. PMD results from the fact that the light travels with different speeds for different polarizations, leading to differential group delay between two polarizations. In order to demultiplex the polarization-multiplexed signal, one needs to know the SOP, which may slowly drift with time in a random fashion. This phenomenon is known as the SOP drift. In this thesis we neglect these impairments, i.e., we assume that the SOP is perfectly tracked and that the light travels with the same speed for both polarizations.
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Coherent fiber-optic communication systems provide higher spectral efficiencies compared to non-coherent systems since data can be transmitted and detected in both the in-phase and quadrature components. Furthermore, coherent transmission enables using sophisticated DSP methods to improve the system performance which in turn leads to increasing the transmission reach. However, using more complex algorithms in the DSP results in an increased energy consumption. Several studies have addressed the estimation of the energy consumption of coherent optical systems and several implementations have been proposed [9–13]. In the following, first we briefly explain the main components of a coherent optical system and then we compare the overall energy consumption in a special case study.

3.1 Components of a Coherent Optical System

3.1.1 Transmitter

The transmitter (see Fig. 3.1) consists of different components. The main components are the laser, encoder, pulse shaping, parallel-to-serial converter (P/S), digital-to-analog converter (DAC), and the modulator. The laser provides the carrier and its energy consumption depends on the technology under consideration. The energy consumption of the encoder depends on the code used. For long-haul systems, codes on graphs like low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [14–17] and soft decision decoding (SDD) are used, while for short links algebraic codes such as Reed Solomon (RS) codes and hard decision decoding (HDD) are utilized. More recently, codes such as staircase codes, braided codes and generalized product codes [18–21], which are based on algebraic block codes, and are decoded using HDD, have also been proposed. Codes on graphs decoded using SDD are sometimes referred to as soft-
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Figure 3.1: The components of the transmitter of a coherent fiber-optic system.

Figure 3.2: The components of the DSP of a coherent fiber-optic system.

decision forward error correction (FEC) in the optical communications jargon, while codes decoded using HDD are often referred to as hard-decision FEC. A discussion on different codes is given in Chapter 4.

Soft-decision FEC provides higher net coding gains than hard-decision FEC, but at the expense of a higher energy consumption. The energy consumption of the encoder can be determined by implementing the encoder. Alternatively, it can be roughly estimated by counting the required number of operations for encoding and associating a certain energy consumption to each operation depending on the implementation technology [9]. In general, the encoder can be parallelized in order to reduce the energy consumption. The encoded data is converted to a serial stream which is pulse shaped, and then to an analog signal, used as the input of the matched Zehnder (MZ) modulator. The typical energy consumption of the P/S, DAC, and MZ modulator are summarized in [9, Table I].

3.1.2 Optical Link

The energy consumption of the optical link is mainly due to the energy consumption of the amplifiers. In [22], the energy consumption of the EDFAs and distributed Raman fiber amplifiers (DRFAs) is estimated based on the required SNR at the receiver. In lumped amplification using EDFAs, the energy consumption of the amplifier depends on the power injected to the fiber and also on a constant term which is known as the monitoring and management energy consumption ($P_{mm}$). $P_{mm}$ is due to the required electronics to drive the amplifiers and is the dominant effect in the overall energy consumption of the amplifiers [22–25]. Recently, the authors in [26] proposed a model to estimate the energy consumption of EDFAs and DRFAs. It is shown that for low values of $P_{mm}$, the EDFAs are more energy efficient, while for larger values, the DRFAs are preferable for energy-efficient amplification.
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![Energy Consumption Chart](image)

Figure 3.3: (a) The energy consumption of different components of a coherent fiber-optic system for a 2400 km link with lumped amplification and 16-QAM modulation. Data is extracted from [9, Table XVI]. (b) The energy consumption of the receiver components. The numbers give the percentage of the energy consumption out of the overall energy consumption. Data is extracted from [9, Table XVI].

3.1.3 Receiver

The energy consumption of the receiver is mainly dominated by the energy consumption of the DSP block [9, 12]. The components of the DSP block are shown in Fig. 3.2. In the CD compensation component, the accumulated CD due to the GVD is compensated for. The energy consumption of the CD compensation depends on the implementation. As shown in [8], for short-haul links such as metro links, time-domain CD compensation implemented using so-called polyphase and fast-FIR structures is more energy efficient compared to the frequency-domain compensation, while for long-haul systems it is beneficial to compensate the CD in the frequency domain. The timing recovery block synchronizes the sampling time at the receiver and can be implemented based on data-aided or blind algorithms [27]. The PMD is usually compensated by an adaptive filter using well-known algorithms such as constant composition or radius directed equalization [28, 29]. The carrier recovery, which is due to the frequency and phase mismatch between the input signal and the local oscillator, is compensated for using the Viterbi-and-Viterbi algorithm [30]. Similar to the encoder, the energy consumption of the decoder highly varies based on the code used and the implementation details. In general, SDD of codes on graphs is significantly more energy-hungry than HDD of algebraic codes such as RS or staircase codes. For this reason, in Papers B and C our focus is on hard-decision FEC.

To have a flavor about the energy consumption of a coherent optical system, we consider a case study presented in [9]. In the case study, the data, of length 20489 bits, is encoded by an LDPC code with code length 24576 bits [14], and transmitted over a 2400 km link with lumped amplification using 16-QAM. Fig. 3.3(a) summarizes the
portion of the overall energy consumption corresponding to the transmitter, optical amplifiers, and the receiver. As can be seen, the receiver is the most energy-hungry. In Fig. 3.3(b), the energy consumption of the different components of the receiver is shown. One can see that the CD compensation and the decoder are the major energy-hungry blocks. This motivates the design of a new, energy efficient CD compensation filter in Paper A and the analysis of achievable information rates (AIRs) for HDD and the design of hard-decision FEC in Papers B and C.
Chapter 4

CD Compensation Filter and Code Design for Energy-Efficient Coherent Optical Systems

In this chapter, we briefly motivate and discuss the proposed CD compensation filter and code design for energy-efficient coherent optical systems.

4.1 CD Compensation Filter Design

According to (2.6), the frequency response of the CD compensation is an all-pass filter,

\[ H_{CD}^{-1}(\omega) = \exp\left(\frac{iD\lambda^2z}{4\pi c\omega^2}\right), \quad (4.1) \]

where \( c \) is the speed of light and \( \lambda \) is the wavelength. One can design an FIR or IIR filter with the frequency response (4.1). Due to the inherent instability of IIR filters, FIR filters are of interest for CD compensation [31,32]. The FIR filter can be used as a component of frequency-domain compensation algorithms such as the overlap-and-save method, or it can be used directly in time-domain CD compensation. In [31], an FIR CD compensation filter, given in closed form, was proposed by performing direct sampling (DS) and truncation of the ideal CD compensation impulse response.

The DS filter compensates the CD in the whole frequency band, while in a practical system the transmitted signal is band limited due to pulse shaping. Thus, the filter attempts to compensate the CD even in the frequency band without signal content. Therefore, potentially, one can reduce the number of filter taps and compensate the same accumulated CD by a better filter design. In [32], the authors proposed a new filter which takes into account the effect of pulse shaping at the transmitter.
The proposed filter is based on a least-squares optimization problem given as

$$\tilde{h} = \arg \min_h \xi_s,$$

(4.2)

where $h = [h_{-(N-1)/2}, \ldots, h_0, \ldots, h_{(N-1)/2}]^T$ is the filter tap coefficient vector and $\xi_s$ is the in-band error defined as the error between the frequency response of the ideal CD compensation filter and the frequency response of the FIR filter with coefficients $h$ (see [32, Eq. 6]). For the ease of exposure, we refer to this filter as the least-squares band-limited (LS-BL) filter. As shown in [32], the LS-BL filter achieves the same performance as that of the DS filter with approximately 50% fewer number of filter taps. Since reducing the number of taps results in decreasing the implementation complexity and energy consumption accordingly, the LS-BL filter is a candidate for energy-efficient CD compensation.

The works [31,32] implicitly assume that filter taps are implemented with floating-point precision. In practice, however, filter taps must be implemented in finite precision. Coefficient quantization distorts the values of the coefficients, leading to quantization errors which, in turn, change the frequency response of the designed filter. As an example, consider the LS-BL filter with 61 taps, root-raised cosine pulse shaping and fiber parameters given in [33, Table I]. In Fig. 4.1, the real and imaginary parts of the filter tap coefficients of the LS-BL filter with floating point precision and the quantized filter using linear quantization [33, Sec. III.B ] with 4-bit word length are shown. As can be seen, quantization alters the real and imaginary parts of the filter taps, which in turn changes both the amplitude and phase response of the
underlying filter. Fig. 4.2 depicts the amplitude response of the LS-BL filter shown in Fig. 4.1. We remark that in Fig. 4.2 the in-band frequencies are \([-0.625\pi, 0.625\pi]\). It can be observed that the LS-BL filter with floating point precision provides the desired all-pass amplitude response while the in-band response of the quantized filter is significantly distorted. In fact, a high quantization error translates into a lot of distortion in the frequency domain. Therefore, it is required to incorporate the effect of quantization errors in the filter design, especially with respect to energy efficiency considerations, where the number of filter taps should be reduced as low as possible. This observation motivates the design in Paper A of an FIR filter with improved robustness to coefficient quantization errors.

4.2 AIRs for CM with Hard Decision Decoding

Coded modulation (CM) is a technique to improve the spectral efficiency while delivering the data reliably. In a CM system, one can use binary or nonbinary codes at the transmitter and SDD or HDD at the receiver. This gives rise to four different types of CM: bit-wise SDD, bit-wise HDD, symbol-wise SDD, and symbol-wise HDD. LDPC codes [14, 34] and spatially-coupled LDPC (SC-LDPC) codes [35, 36] with SDD provide large coding gains, but at the cost of high decoding complexity and data flow at the decoder. An alternative is to use algebraic codes and HDD, which significantly reduces the decoding complexity and data flow, which translate in a significantly
lower energy consumption. Hence, there is an interest in using codes with HDD for energy-efficient optical systems. In particular, binary staircase codes [18,19], braided codes [20], and generalized product codes [21] yield very large coding gains yet with low decoding complexity. These codes are decoded using iterative bounded distance decoding (BDD), which is based on the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm [37,38] and uses the Hamming distance metric.

In this thesis, due to energy consumption considerations, we consider HDD. In Fig. 4.3, the block diagram of a CM scheme with HDD for both binary and nonbinary encoding/decoding is shown. In Fig. 4.3(a), for binary transmission, the data sequence \( u \) is encoded to codeword \( x_B \) using a binary code. The code bits \( x_i^B \) are mapped to the symbols of a constellation by the mapper \( \Phi \) using the bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) paradigm. Alternatively, a nonbinary code matched to the constellation size can be used, as shown in Fig. 4.3(b). In this case, the code sequence \( x_{NB} \) is a sequence of nonbinary symbols, which are mapped to the constellation symbols. The sequence of modulated symbols is then transmitted over the fiber-optic channel (FOC).

At the receiver, for symbol-wise decoding, the received symbol \( y_i \) is hard detected to \( \hat{x}_i \) using \( \Phi^{-1} \) as

\[
\hat{x}_i = \arg \max_{x \in \mathcal{X}} \ p_{Y|X}(y_i|x),
\]

where \( \mathcal{X} \) is the set containing the symbols of the constellation, of order \( M \), and \( \hat{x}_{NB} = (\hat{x}_1, \hat{x}_2, \ldots) \). For bit-wise decoding, we also consider that the received symbol \( y_i \) is hard detected according to (4.3). Then, \( \hat{x}_B = (b(\hat{x}_1), b(\hat{x}_2), \ldots) \), where \( b(\hat{x}_i) \) is a vector of \( m \) bits corresponding to the binary image of \( \hat{x}_i \).

A useful parameter to determine the ultimate performance limits of CM schemes...
and compare them, is the AIR, which provides a lower bound on the mutual information of the system, i.e., the maximum rate at which reliable communication is possible. To the best of our knowledge, surprisingly, AIRs for CM with HDD have not been considered in the literature. Only the paper [39] considered AIRs for what the authors called a “HDD”. However, [39] implicitly assumes that the decoder makes use of the channel transition probabilities of the discrete memoryless channel (DMC) resulting from the hard detection. As such, this decoder cannot be considered a hard decision decoder, which is based on the Hamming distance metric [40–44]. Therefore, in Paper B we analyze AIRs for HDD with bit-wise and symbol-wise decoding.

4.2.1 Staircase Codes

In this thesis, we consider staircase codes as a powerful hard-FEC scheme. Binary staircase codes with Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) component codes, proposed by Smith et al. [18], provide large net coding gains. The staircase code in [18] with roughly 7% overhead provides 0.42 dB net coding gain improvement compared to the best proposed code from the ITU-T G.975.1 recommendation at bit error rate $10^{-15}$. The impressive performance of staircase codes, together with their low complexity algebraic decoding, makes them an interesting option for future fiber-optic systems.

A staircase codes is defined by a two-dimensional array that has the form of a staircase. The code array is shown in Fig. 4.4. The structure of the staircase code imposes that each code bit is protected by two component codes, a row code and a column code. For the encoding, the first block of the code array is initialized with zeros. Information bits are then placed in the first part of the second block (shown

---

**Figure 4.4:** The code array of a staircase code. Information bits and parity bits are shown with red and blue hatches, respectively.
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Figure 4.5: (a) An example of a staircase code with 4 coded symbols per each spatial position, and (b) the corresponding bipartite graph.

with red color in Fig. 4.4), which can be represented by a binary matrix $B_1$. By row encoding, parity bits (shown with blue hatches) are generated. Then, data bits are placed in the first part of the third block, represented by a binary matrix $B_2$ (see Fig. 4.4), and column encoding is performed. This procedure continues for encoding the next blocks. In particular, each row of $[B^T_{i-1}, B_i]$ is a valid codeword of the BCH component code.

Staircase codes are decoded using iterative BDD. BDD corrects all error patterns with Hamming weight up to the error-correcting capability of the code. In particular, decoding is performed in a window-decoding fashion, i.e., the decoder iterates between row and column decoding for the blocks inside a given window for a predefined number of iterations. The size of the window provides a tradeoff between performance and decoding latency, i.e., one expects a performance improvement by increasing the window size at the expense of a higher decoding latency.

In Paper C, we consider the design of nonbinary staircase codes.

4.2.2 Density Evolution

Density evolution (DE) is a mathematical tool to estimate the asymptotic performance of codes on graphs. More precisely, the DE allows to predict the iterative decoding threshold of a code ensemble, i.e., the channel parameter for which the probability of error goes to zero under belief propagation decoding (as the block length goes to infinity). In coding theory, determining the iterative decoding threshold for a particular (deterministic) code is very difficult. In contrast, analyzing code ensembles is much easier. One can use the DE analysis to optimize code parameters so that the iterative decoding threshold is optimized.

Staircase codes can be seen as a class of SC-GLDPC codes [19]. In Fig. 4.5(a), we depict the code array of a staircase code with 4 code symbols per block and the corresponding bipartite graph. In the bipartite graph, each staircase block corresponds to one spatial position. As an example, the first three blocks and spatial
positions are numbered in Fig. 4.5. In the bipartite graph, the variable nodes (VNs), represented by circles, correspond to code symbols, while the constraint nodes (CNs), represented by squares, correspond to the row and column codes. For instance, the squares in spatial position 1 correspond to the first two row codes while the squares in spatial position 2 correspond to the first two column codes. An edge is drawn between a VN and a CN if the corresponding code bit participates in the corresponding row/column code. In the figure, the code symbols and the corresponding edges for spatial positions 2 and 3 are shown with the same color, e.g., in Fig. 4.5(b), the first code symbol in spatial position 2 (shown in blue), is connected to the first component code in spatial positions 1 and 2. As can be seen, each code symbol in spatial position $i$ is connected to one component code in spatial position $i$ and one component code in the spatial position $i - 1$. From Fig. 4.5, one can readily infer that the staircase code is contained in the ensemble of SC-GLDPC codes with coupling width 2 [19].

In [20], the DE for binary SC-GLDPC codes with BCH component codes was derived. In [19], by observing that staircase codes are contained in the SC-GLDPC ensemble in [20], the parameters of staircase codes were optimized using DE to optimize the iterative decoding threshold. This approach dramatically decreases the optimization time compared to a simulation-based approach. In Paper B, we extend the DE analysis in [20] to nonbinary SC-GLDPC codes with RS component codes. Then, in Paper C we use the derived DE to design the parameters of nonbinary staircase codes with RS component codes.
Chapter 5

Contributions and Future Work

5.1 Paper A

In Paper A, we design an FIR filter with increased robustness to coefficient quantization errors compared to the existing filters in the literature. We motivate the use of FIR filters for time-domain CD compensation in the low-to-moderate accumulated CD regime such as transmission in metro links. Existing filter design methods implicitly assume a floating point implementation, i.e., quantization errors due to a finite word length are neglected. We show that some of the existing filters perform significantly different in the presence of quantization errors and cannot be used in practice. We identify a relation between the out-of-band gain of the filter and quantization errors and also a tradeoff between quantization errors and in-band errors. In particular, we find that a large out-of-band gain increases the quantization error while reduces the in-band error. Therefore, we propose a new filter design, given in closed-form, based on a constrained least-squares optimization problem to minimize the in-band error while confining the out-of-band gain. Simulation results confirm that for a given coefficient quantization word length, the proposed filter outperforms the existing filters in the literature.

5.2 Paper B

In Paper B, we analyze the AIRs for CM with HDD. In particular, we assume the standard HDD where decoding is based on the Hamming distance metric [40–44]. This is the HDD widely used in practice to decode BCH codes and RS codes, as well as product codes and their generalizations. AIRs for CM have been recently analyzed in [39]. However, the decoder referred to as “HDD” in [39] exploits the channel transition probabilities of the DMC resulting from the hard detection of the channel output. As such, the “HDD decoder” in [39] exploits soft information and
therefore does not fall within the standard definition of HDD. Furthermore, this is not the HDD used in practice and it is not clear how it can be implemented with low complexity.

In Paper B, we therefore derive the AIRs for the standard HDD based on the Hamming distance metric for both bit-wise and symbol-wise decoding, corresponding to the use of binary codes (using the BICM paradigm) and nonbinary codes, respectively. An important outcome of this paper is that the AIRs of bit-wise decoders are significantly larger than those of symbol-wise decoders. Therefore, for HDD binary codes are to be preferred for high spectrally efficient fiber-optic communications. This is in sharp contrast with the conclusion in [39], where it was shown that for the decoder that exploits the channel transition probabilities of the DMC, symbol-wise decoding yields higher AIRs. The conclusion arising from our AIRs analysis is confirmed by performance results of binary and nonbinary staircase codes. For nonbinary staircase codes, we derive the DE analysis of the underlying SC-GLDPC code ensemble and optimize the RS code components based on the DE.

5.3 Paper C

In Paper C, we design nonbinary staircase codes with RS codes as component codes. In particular, we consider nonbinary staircase codes as a particular instance of (non-binary) SC-GLDPC codes. For decoding, we consider the standard HDD of staircase codes, i.e., iterative BDD based on the Hamming distance metric. We consider the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel as a proxy of the fiber-optic channel. With HDD, the AWGN channel (after hard detection) can be modeled as a QSC. We then derive the DE for nonbinary SC-GLDPC codes over the QSC by extending the DE analysis in [20] for SC-GLDPC codes over the binary symmetric channel to the nonbinary case, and optimize the parameters of nonbinary staircase codes based on the DE. By means of simulations, we show that the optimized codes perform best as compared to other nonbinary staircase codes and product codes with the same code rate. The design of nonbinary staircase codes was motivated by the claim in [39] that for HDD symbol-wise decoders achieve larger information rates. However, in Paper B we show that, indeed, for HDD (i.e., the standard and widely used HDD based on the Hamming distance metric) bit-wise decoders yield higher AIRs. The simulation of binary and nonbinary staircase codes in Paper B confirms this conclusion.

5.4 Future Work

As can be seen in Fig. 3.3(a), the amplifiers account for a relatively high portion of the overall energy consumption. One can vary the energy consumption of the amplifiers by changing the span length. Essentially, this corresponds to changing the
received SNR, meaning that the considered code (or its code rate) should be changed, which in turn alters the decoder energy consumption. An interesting future work is to evaluate this tradeoff, i.e., finding the optimum span length that minimizes the energy consumption of the amplifiers and the decoder for a given code class and decoding algorithm (e.g., LDPC codes and belief propagation).

In Paper C, for the code design, we assumed the standard HDD based on the Hamming distance metric, which effectively transforms the channel into a QSC. This decoding metric does not necessarily give the highest possible AIR. As shown in [39], if the channel transition probabilities of the DMC resulting from the hard detection of the channel output are exploited, higher AIRs can be obtained. Therefore a question arises: is it possible to modify the decoding metric to incorporate these probabilities without increasing the decoding complexity to that of the SDD? Or, is it possible to devise new decoding metrics (non necessarily exploiting the transition probabilities) that yield to higher AIRs?

We are currently extending the work in Papers B and C by considering probabilistic shaping (see [45,46]). We have extended the probabilistic amplitude shaping scheme in [47] to HDD and staircase codes and shown significant gains with respect to the baseline scheme using a uniform constellation. An interesting topic for future work is the analysis of the error floor of the probabilistically-shaped CM scheme in [45,46].
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